Adhesions of cells to external surfaces, including their
neighbor’s membrane and the surrounding extracellular
matrix (ECM), play key roles in the regulation of cell
behavior and morphogenesis. While the physiological
significance of adhesive cellular interactions had been
appreciated several decades ago, the molecular mechanisms responsible for these phenomena are only now
being systeinatically investigated. Such studies indicated that cell contacts are mediated via specific
transmembranc receptors, or adhesion molecules which
interact with the external surface through specific
binding sites located at their extracellular domains, and
are associated, within the cytoplasm. with cytoskeletal
elements. In other words, the adhesion molecules serve
as direct transmembrane linkers.
This (evidently simplified) scheme offers a rather
straightforward mechanism for adhesion-dependent
morphogenesis, based predominantly (or entirely) on
short-range transmembrane interactions. According to
this view, adhesion molecules are induced to cluster in
nascent contact sites due to their interactions with an
external surface and, subsequently, induce the assembly of a complex submembrane ‘plaque’ which, in
turn. binds to the cytoskeleton. This interconnecting
structure contains a multitude of proteins (including
vinculin, catenins, plakoglobin, desmoplakins and
more) whose selective affinities to the adhesion
molecules, to the cytoskeleton and to each other are
essential for the ‘transmembrane linkage’ and are
currently investigated in many laboratories (for discussion see ref. 1). The results, which largely confirmed
the presence of a physical transmembrane linkage to
the cytoskeleton, provided an intuitive model for cell
morphogenesis in which the cytoskeleton, with its
various force-generating filaments, affects cell shape,
stabilizes surface interactions, etc.
While this model seems to be consistent with the
experimental data, it is undoubtedly incomplete. It is
well established that ‘systemic’cellular activities such as
motility, differentiation and growth are affected, and
selectively regulated, by specific adhesions to different
surfaces. Phenomena as ‘anchorage dependence’, and
‘contact inhibition’ whereby interactions with the ECM
or with neighboring cells (respectively) stimulate or
suppress cell growth, are examples for such long-range
processes affecting, eventually, the gene expression or

cell division machinery within the nucleus. These
signals are obviously of great physiological importance.
yet their molecular nature is still rather obscure.
An exciting insight into such contact-dependent longrange signalling system, is rovided in a recent paper
from F. Walsh’ laboratory(’[ in UMDS Guy’s Hospital
in London. They have used as their experimental
system the pheochromocytoma PCL2 cell line which is
known to be able to transform, following appropriate
stimulation (with nerve growth factor (NGF), for
example), from a largely spherical morphology (‘adrenal phenotype’) to a ‘neuronal phenotype’ with many
long neurites. Doherty and colleagues show that
seeding of PC12 cells on a monolayer of 3T3 cells,
transfected with either N-cadherin or N-CAM cDNA.
in the absence o f NGF, leads to a pronounced
morphological transition from the adrenal to the
neuronal phenotype. The morphogenetic effect was
often more prominent than that obtained with NGF, it
(could not be blocked by anti-NGF antibodies and was
not obtained with non-transfected 3T3 cells. The
morphological transition was accompanied by an
increase in Thy-1 expression, did not require new
transcription and could be fully inhibited by pcrtussis
toxin and various Ca2+-channel blockers. Specific
modulation of protein kinase C activity, on the other
hand, did not have a significant effect on neurite
extension whereas anothcr kinase inhibitor, K-252b,
completely blocked the process. Put together, these
results indicate that: calcium ions and pertussis toxinsensitive G-protein(s) play an indispensible role as
signal transducers or, directly, as possible second
messengers in the morphogenetic signalling; that this
process may be triggered by several alternative ligands
(NGF, N-CAM and N-cadherin); and that some
kinase(s) participate in it. It is conceivable that the
adhesion molecules interact (directly or indirectly) with
the relevant G-protein(s) which transduce the signal
further to target systems(3). It is noteworthy that a
direct interaction would represent a rare case in which
the signalling receptor interacting with the G-protein
does not contain seven transmembrane regions. The
‘activated’ G-protein(s) may, in turn, transduce the
signal in the classical fashion. namely interact directly
with calcium channels or lead to the production of some
additional second messengers which may affect ion
fluxes and cell bahavior. The role. in this scheme, of the
K-252b-inhibitable kinase is not clear.
This study highlights some of the features of potential
long-range, adhesion-mediated signals in PC12 cells
and raises many interesting questions concerning the
generality of the mechanism and its molecular details.
For example: Do mesenchymal-to-epithelial transitions, induced by transfection with cadherins (or other
adhesion molecules), occur via the same mechanisms?
what is the nature of the G-protein(s) involved in the
transduction of the signal from the adhesion receptors
(or molecules associated with them) to the calcium
channels? what is the identity of the kinase(s) involved

in the process and what are the specific phosphorylation
provoked by cell adhesion and the long range effects
targets? What are the direct cellular consequences of
discussed above.
Future elucidation of these issues will hopefully fill
the calcium influx? etc.
the gap which still exists between the molecular data
It is interesting to note, in this connection, that there
concerning cell adhesion and the pleiotropic physiologiis growing evidence that quite a few molecules involved
cal manifestations of adhesive interactions.
in ‘classical’ growth factor- or hormone-mediated
signals not only affect adhesion-driven morphogenesis
but are physically associated with areas of cell adhesion:
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